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Taking a leadership approach

The October 2018 report from the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change highlights the importance of urgently tackling 
climate change. We’re listening. And we’re taking action.

In October 2018, we pledged to become a net 
zero carbon emissions business by 2045. This 
extends beyond our existing target, approved by 
the Science Based Targets Initiative, to reduce the 
carbon emissions intensity of our operations 
by 87% by 20301. Our goals are aligned with 
efforts to cap the global temperature rise to 1.5°C.

To reach net zero, we’re focusing on reducing 
our emissions in areas we directly control – 
using renewable electricity, and reducing our 
energy needs and emissions from our fleet and 
buildings estate. We’ve already cut our scope 1 and 
2 emissions by 80% since 1996.

We’re also partnering with our suppliers to target a 
29% reduction in emissions from our supply chain 
by 2030 (from 2016/17 levels). And we’re helping 
our customers reduce their carbon footprint too. 
We helped them save 11.7m tonnes of CO2e this year. 

This isn’t just good for the planet. It’s good for 
business too. We’ve saved over £298m through our 
energy efficiency programme since 2009/10. And 
we made £5.5bn – 23.4% of our revenue – in 
2018/19 from products and services that enable 
customers to cut their carbon emissions.

Inspiring climate action 
By setting ambitious targets and taking far-reaching 
action, we aim to inspire others to do so too.

We’ve continued to tell our story this year and 
joined wider calls for climate action, publicly 
welcoming the IPCC’s special report on the impact 
of 1.5°C global warming. We hosted an event to 
promote Green GB Week in October 2018, where 
we announced our new net zero pledge.

Our CEO was one of 50 leaders of major global 
businesses from the World Economic Forum to sign 
an open letter calling for more climate action at the 
COP24 UN Climate Conference in Katowice. Earlier in 
the year, we also joined 21 tech sector companies 
in making a joint declaration to Step Up and come 
together to accelerate progress on climate action.

1 From a 2016/17 baseline for scope 1 and 2 emissions, measured per 
unit of gross value added (GVA). GVA calculated as EBITDA adjusted 
(before specific items) plus employee costs.

External recognition

We topped EcoAct’s 2018 
ranking of FTSE 100  

companies

No. 1
Newsweek ranked us as one  
of the top 10 global leaders  

and best in our industry  
in February 2018

Top 10

We were one of 139 companies worldwide to make 
the CDP’s A list, and we also made the CDP Supplier 

Engagement leaderboard for the third year

A list
EcoVadis have awarded us with a Corporate 

Social Responsibility gold rating for the seventh 
year running 

Gold rating

https://sciencebasedtargets.org/
https://greengb.campaign.gov.uk/
https://stepupdeclaration.org/
https://www.cdp.net/en
https://www.cdp.net/en
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Reducing our carbon emissions

We’re aiming to be a net zero carbon emissions1 business. That’s no mean feat. But we’ve 
already made big strides. To do this, we’re targeting 100% renewable electricity by 2020. 
We’re investigating how to decarbonise our buildings. And we’re looking at how we can 
convert our fleet to ultra-low emission vehicles. 

Information on how we manage and govern our climate change 
strategy can be found in the Environmental management 
appendix.

1 Greenhouse gas emissions scopes 1 & 2
2 Science Based Target initiative – intensity target – measured as scope 

1 & 2 emissions tonnes per £m gross value added (GVA). From 2017 
baseline of 31 tonnes per £m GVA

https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
https://sciencebasedtargets.org/
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Reducing our carbon emissions 
continued

Ramping up renewable energy 
We use around 1% of the UK’s electricity to run our 
business. That’s a lot of energy but it doesn’t have 
to mean a lot of emissions.

We’re part of the RE100 campaign to promote 
greater uptake of renewables. We agreed new 
energy contracts this year to power EE’s mobile 
network with renewable electricity. This is saving 
almost 100,000 tonnes of CO2e a year.

In the UK, 100% of the electricity we purchase 
directly is now from renewable sources2. By 2020, 
we’re aiming to use 100% renewable electricity 
worldwide, where markets allow. We hit 87% this 
year (up from 80% last year). The remaining 13% 
is from transitioning accounts or purchased in 
countries where there’s no renewable supply, the 
energy can’t be certified as renewable by an 
internationally recognised scheme, or where our 
landlords buy non-renewable electricity in 
buildings we occupy.

Reducing emissions from buildings 
We’ve commissioned a study to look at ways to 
decarbonise our estate. Options include investing in 
energy efficient equipment and low carbon 
technology like heat pumps and renewable 
alternatives to natural gas.

We spent over £30m this year on systems that use 
water and fresh air instead of greenhouse gases to 
cool our network. More than 2,500 old systems 
were switched to energy efficient cooling solutions 
this year – that’s three times the number we 
replaced last year. By 2021, we’ll have replaced 
over 7,800 systems.

We have invested £45.6m in energy management 
projects that helped us save 63.7 GWh of energy 
this year. Such investments have saved us £298m 
since 2009/10.

Finding alternative fuels for our fleet 
With around 29,000 vehicles, we’ve one of the 
largest commercial vehicle fleets in the UK. Our 
fleet accounts for around 33% of our operational 
emissions. To cut these emissions, we’re developing 
plans to switch from diesel and petrol to electric 
and alternative fuels, and have a dedicated working 
group looking at the best ways to add more.

This year, we made pure electric plug-in vehicles 
available to employees through our company car 
scheme for the first time and we installed electric 
vehicle charging points at nine sites. Switching 
to electric vans is more challenging as we’re 
dependent on new and improved models becoming 
available to meet our needs. Openreach is preparing 
to test electric vans in different settings to explore 
the practical challenges of rolling them out at scale.

We want to encourage more large-scale investment 
in electric vehicles and charging infrastructure to 
make it commercially viable for us to make more of 
our fleet electric. We’ve joined EV100, a global 
campaign for electric vehicles, to promote further 
action. We also published research on alternative 
fuels policy and the state of the market in 
partnership with the AA. 

Our performance in 2018/19
We made progress towards our 2030 emissions 
intensity target this year, reducing scope 1 and 2 
emissions per £m value added from 29 to 23 
tonnes of CO2e. Our total global operational 
emissions decreased by 17% to 0.37 million 
tonnes. And this year we used 2.24% less energy 
worldwide than last year. Overall, we cut our 
worldwide end-to-end emissions by 7.4% this year.

See supporting data for further performance data.

Our worldwide greenhouse gas emissions  
year ended 31 March
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Emissions CO2e Ktonnes 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19

Scope 3 4,772 4,387 4,112

Scope 2 222 193 114

Scope 1 182 184 184

Totals 5,176 4,764 4,410

Scope 1 + 2 intensity: 31 29 23

(CO2e tonnes per £m value added)

l Scope 3: Including supply chain, customer use of our products,  
and other indirect emissions (such as employee commuting)

l Scope 2: Indirect emissions from the generation of our purchased energy 
(mainly electricity)

l Scope 1: Direct emissions from our own operations  
(eg fuel combustion)

 We now include all scope 3 emissions in our reporting.  
EE data is included from 2017 onwards. Figures exclude third-party 
consumption. scope 2 data uses market-based calculations. 

For full methodology and further data,  
please visit our Download Centre.

2 Includes electricity we purchase directly from energy providers. Excludes 
electricity purchased by landlords in buildings where we lease space. 

https://www.fleetsolutions.bt.com/why-us/fleet-insight-report-2018.html
https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
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Partnering with suppliers 
to cut our emissions

Supply chain emissions – generated from making the products 
and services we buy – account for more than 60% of our 
end-to-end emissions.

Supply chain emissions  
(breakdown of scope 3 emissions)  
year ended 31 March
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l Embodied Emissions of network, IT and retail electrical equipment
l Interconnect (termination of calls on other Telco’s networks)
l Other supply chain emissions (materials, cable, fuels & services)

This year, emissions from our supply chain decreased 
by 2.3% to 3.1 million tonnes. We’re working with 
suppliers to cut these emissions further. Since 
2016/17, we’ve achieved a reduction of 7.3% 
and we want to reach 29% by 2030.

Saving emissions with our suppliers’ help
We’re introducing climate clauses into our contracts 
with key suppliers. This means some suppliers are 
now contractually required to demonstrate carbon 
savings over the duration of their contract. Our 
approach won Supply Chain Project of the Year 
at the Business Green Leaders Awards 2018.

Climate clauses can have an impact beyond our 
direct suppliers. The carbon savings can come 
further down the supply chain as a result of 
changes that their own suppliers make.

Driving improvements
We want suppliers to join us in cutting emissions 
by switching to renewable energy – and we’ve 
teamed up with npower to offer our suppliers a deal 
on renewable electricity. We set ourselves a target 
to get 125 of our top suppliers to use renewable 
energy by 2020 and we’ve already exceeded it with 
139 suppliers using renewable energy this year. 

We encourage suppliers to come up with new 
ideas through our Game Changing Challenge 
competition. Our key suppliers compete to pitch 
ideas to a panel of our senior leaders who look 
for innovative environmental projects. ADVA’s 
eco-optimised approach won in 2018 (see box). 

We’re also seeing benefits from changes that 
our suppliers are making. One of our suppliers, 
Apple, has reduced the carbon emissions from 
manufacturing its iPhones – and due to the 
volumes that we purchase over the year, this has a 
big impact. We’ve calculated resultant savings of 
around 38,000 tonnes of CO2e from our supply 
chain. That’s equivalent to a circa 1.2% reduction 
from our total supply chain emissions. 

Managing supply chain impacts 
Our procurement standards for suppliers include 
criteria on energy consumption and environmental 
performance. These are available on our website. 
We expect suppliers to meet these standards and 
we assess their compliance alongside requirements 
on sourcing with human dignity (see page 14).

This year, 292 of our suppliers submitted climate-
related data to CDP. That’s 30 more than last year 
and represents 51% of our total spend. Of these, 
71% have set targets to cut emissions, 54% 
buy renewable energy and 70% are engaging 
with their own suppliers on climate change.

We’re a leader in getting our suppliers to change their 
environmental behaviours. Almost two-thirds of BT’s carbon 
emissions come from our suppliers, so if we can reduce 
our suppliers’ emissions we make a significant difference 
to the environment and our own carbon targets.”
Hari Sundaresan
BT’s Chief procurement officer

Game 
changing 
climate 
innovation

ADVA is one of our key suppliers for networking 
equipment. Its eco-optimised approach means 
products are designed to be recycled and 
reused at the end of their life. 

For the next major release, they plan to 
use artificial intelligence to improve energy 
efficiency through predictive maintenance. 
And the company also intends to reduce 
emissions from producing and transporting 
the equipment. 

Overall, this could save BT’s supply chain 
12,000 tonnes of CO2e and £6 million over 
a ten-year period of buying the equipment. 

Reducing environmental impact is 
fundamental to everything we do. Improving 
power consumption during the use phase of 
our products is often the most significant part 
of that work. With BT, however, which is 
famously close to its target of using 100% 
renewable energy, we had to focus our 
innovation on other areas. That meant thinking 
outside the box, designing technology that 
supports quick and easy recycling, and using 
AI to dramatically cut truck rolls.”

Klaus Grobe
Director, ADVA Sustainability

https://groupextranet.bt.com/selling2bt/
https://www.cdp.net/en
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Reducing impacts  
from using our products

We’re taking steps to reduce the impact of our 
products once they reach customers’ homes and 
businesses. Emissions from customer use and disposal 
of our products make up 24% of our end-to-end 
emissions. We reduced these by 16% this year.

If customers switch to renewable energy at home, 
this cuts emissions from the energy it takes to 
power our products in use. This year, we continued 
to offer BT home-mover customers £130 off their 
energy bills when they move home if they switch to 
renewables with Good Energy.

We also encourage customers to return their 
products for recycling after use as part of 
our efforts to support a circular economy  
(see page 25).

Helping customers 
save emissions

We’re not just reducing our own carbon footprint,  
we’re helping our customers reduce theirs too.

We see big potential for our products and 
services to save our customers’ energy, fuel, 
materials and emissions. Investing in ICT could 
reduce the UK’s carbon emissions by an 
estimated 24% in 2030.

Our carbon-saving products and services include 
broadband, teleconferencing, cloud networking 
and Internet of Things (IoT) solutions. These 
helped customers save 11.7 million tonnes of 
CO2e this year. That’s equivalent to 2.6 times 
our end-to-end emissions.

By 2020, we aim to increase this to three times 
our end-to-end emissions. That means for every 
tonne of CO2e emitted – in our operations, supply 
chain and from our products being used – we’ll 
help customers save three tonnes of carbon.

Our 3:1 ambition
We will help customers reduce 
carbon by three times...

...BT’s end-to-end  
carbon emissions

BT’s end-to-end 
carbon emissions  

as at 
31 March 20193 : 1 8% 

Our own 
operations

24% 
Customers 
using our 
products

68%
Upstream 

supply 
chain

Our progress  
Measured in tonnes of CO2e
2020 target

2017/18

2018/19

2016/17

2015/16

13

4.8m11.5m

4.4m11.7m

5.2m10.1m

4.6m7.8m

3:1

2.4:1

2.6:1

1.9:1

1.7:1
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Helping customers save emissions 
continued

Reducing customers’ network emissions
We’re working with Cisco to cut customers’ 
emissions by moving communications network 
hardware into the cloud. Our software defined 
wide area network (SD-WAN) reduces the number 
of servers and devices companies need to manage 
their network. This means less energy used for 
power and cooling, and engineers don’t need to 
travel to sites to maintain them. We estimate this 
could save customers more than 500MWh of 
electricity per year.

Applying the Internet of Things
IoT technology enables objects and machines to 
send and receive data. Analysing that data can 
help customers save energy, emissions and fuel. 
The team at our dedicated centre of excellence is 
exploring IoT solutions for customers in sectors 
like retail, logistics and transport.

This year, we launched an IoT-enabled vehicle 
monitoring system for customers after trialling it 
in Openreach’s fleet. Called Auto Mate, the system 
collects fuel economy and carbon footprint data 
so customers can spot ways to reduce the 
environmental impact of their fleet.

Our Final Mile service gives business customers 
access to 1,000 UK locations with secure IoT-enabled 
delivery boxes and lockers. Customers use the 
network of lockers to give their engineers the right 
spare parts to get their job done, reducing wasted 
travel time and emissions from fuel use. Our own 
engineers are using the lockers to reduce their 
travel time.

We’ve also been trying out IoT solutions at 22 of 
our own buildings in the UK. Real-time energy 
monitoring makes heating, cooling and lighting 
systems more efficient. 

How we help customers reduce CO2e emissions

Impact Reduces need for travel Reduces energy use Reduces amount  
of materials and 
manufacturing

Savings 
(CO2e)

9.5m 
tonnes

1.4m 
tonnes

0.8m 
tonnes

Types of 
products 
and 
services

• Broadband
• Conferencing
• Teleconferencing
• Field Force Automation
• BT Apps (remote collaboration)
• Machine to Machine (M2M) 

connectivity, such as smart 
meters and vehicle telematics

• BT Automate

• Broadband
• Ethernet
• IP Communications (cloud-

based VoIP phone systems)
• BT Mobility (BT One Phone)
• BT Apps (remote 

collaboration)
• BT Connect Cisco SD-WAN

• Broadband
• Ethernet
• IP Communications  

(cloud-based VoIP  
phone systems)

• BT Mobility  
(BT One Phone)

Climate change presents increasing risks to our business, 
including risks to the security and resilience of our assets. 
We’re adapting so we’re prepared to manage these risks.

We need to be ready to protect our equipment 
and infrastructure from more unpredictable and 
extreme weather like heatwaves, storms and floods. 
This includes sealing street cabinets against rising 
floodwaters, defending telephone exchanges from 
floods and setting up satellite connections when 
land-based telecoms are down.

We’ve mapped our UK sites that are at most risk 
of flooding. This year, we continued to invest in 
improved flood protection measures at high-risk 
sites to support the recommendations of the UK 
Government’s National Flood Resilience Review. 
We’re also helping our customers protect 
communities from flooding. Our IoT technology 
is supporting specialist provider of rail, civil and 
infrastructure engineering services, Stobart Rail 
and Civils, to deliver critical flood defence 
equipment around England more quickly and 
efficiently when needed by the Environment 
Agency, and we’re piloting similar technology 
with the Department for Infrastructure in 
Northern Ireland. 

Our emergency response team was called out when 
a wildfire broke out across Saddleworth Moor near 
Manchester in June 2018. We provided satellite 
infrastructure and vehicles equipped with a 4G 
mobile network to get the emergency services 
connected while they responded to the fire.

We tested portable wi-fi systems developed by 
Jāńgala that help get people online in emergency 
humanitarian situations (see page 09). We’re also 
building the UK’s new Emergency Services Network 
(ESN), extending 4G coverage and creating a 
modern voice and data platform which will enable 
the emergency services to improve front-line 
operations and work more closely together. 

Adapting to 
climate change
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Supporting a  
circular economy

No one likes to see things go to waste, including us. 
That’s why we’re looking for ways to support a circular 
economy by designing products responsibly to reduce waste 
and turn unavoidable waste into resources. This means getting 
the most value, and causing the least environmental harm, 
from the resources we use.

Reducing equipment and product waste
Our product teams and design agencies ask 
suppliers to use fewer raw materials when they 
design our products and packaging. This year, we 
partnered with a supplier to reduce packaging 
materials for EE’s mobile broadband devices.

We encourage customers to return their products to 
us so we can recycle or refurbish them. EE’s Recycle 
& Reward programme and instructions on BT’s 
website make it easy to return products.

Taking action on plastic waste
We’re putting circular economy principles into 
practice by reducing post-consumer plastic waste. 
We’ve got rid of the plastic wrapping used to deliver 
our phonebooks – all 22 million of them delivered 
in 2019/20 will be plastic free – and we’ve shrunk 
the plastic surrounds for the SIM cards we send 
to customers.

Our UK catering facilities are going plastic-free too. 
We’ve got rid of plastic straws, switched to wooden 
stirrers and are stopping using plastic cutlery, which 
we estimate will save 1.3 million items over the 
next year. Our staff restaurants offer a discount to 
people bringing their own cups, we’ve introduced 
compostable single use coffee cups at some 
locations, and we’re working with our suppliers 
investigating options to recycle the rest. We’re 
working with our waste contractors to increase 
recycling rates and we’re asking our employees to 
do their bit (see case study).

22 million
Phonebooks (without plastic wrapping)

Around 90% of global plastic waste has 
never been recycled and around 40% of 
plastic produced each year is packaging, 
most of which is disposed of within a 
year. This year, we asked our people to 
get drastic on plastic. Over 4,500 of 
them joined our plastic pact, making 
personal pledges to reduce their plastic 
use at home and at work. A pop-up 
booth across our sites tested people’s 
knowledge of plastic waste and handed 
out prizes like reusable cups.

90.5%
of global plastic waste  
has never been recycled

40%
of plastic produced each  
year is packaging used  
only once before it’s binned

Getting 
drastic on 
plastic

https://recycle.ee.co.uk/
https://recycle.ee.co.uk/
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Managing  
environmental impacts

We focus on climate change because it’s the most material 
environmental issue for our business. But we also strive to 
conserve natural resources like water, reduce waste and manage 
risks so we don’t harm the environment. Our employees play 
their part by using less energy, reducing business travel and 
recycling waste, and are encouraged to use our conferencing 
technology to reduce travel.

We have a group-wide environmental policy and 
environmental management system, certificated to 
ISO 14001 in ten countries. We’ve simplified the 
way we manage environmental risk across our 
business this year, establishing an Environmental 
Management Governance Group to oversee this 
globally.

Waste and recycling
We produced 29.4 ktonnes of waste in the UK this 
year (15% more than last year): however, we 
recovered or recycled 99.6% of this. Specialist 
contractors deal with any hazardous waste we 
produce in line with regulations.

This year, we have increased the number of regular 
waste management checks at each site. These 
involve operational waste managers from across BT 
with site specific responsibility for waste issues and 
are co-ordinated by the waste aspect team. Any 
issues found are recorded, prioritised and followed 
through by this team.

See supporting data for further performance data.

Water use
We use water mainly in the cooling systems at our 
exchanges and data centres, in our welfare facilities 
and our staff restaurants. Our water use increased 
by 8% since last year to 2 million m3, partly due to 
introducing more adiabatic cooling systems that 
use water instead of greenhouse gases to cool our 
network (see page 21).

We’re changing the way we source our water to 
give us better transparency on what we’re using 
and help us manage consumption. We continue 
to monitor water use and target leaks.

Managing fuel storage
Our back-up generators keep our UK telephone 
exchanges, data centres and mobile base stations 
going to keep people connected, even when the 
power goes out. They’re run on diesel and we’ve 
more than 6,500 oil storage tanks across the UK, 
largely to fuel these generators. We carefully 
manage the risks of oil spills or leaks from the tanks 
and we’re taking steps to ensure compliance with 
changing legislation.

Biodiversity 
We promote biodiversity at our sites by providing 
natural habitats for flora and fauna to thrive. This 
year, we introduced a natural environment aspect 
to our environmental management system to 
improve focus, by bringing together issues 
previously managed through differing aspect groups.

We aim to conserve, enhance and manage the 
natural environment wherever we work, and we 
record incidents or risks as they occur. This year, we 
worked with the Bat Conservation Trust to update 
our bat policy and we surveyed 84 of our sites for bat 
protection measures. Our people and our contractors 
get involved in projects to enhance biodiversity at 
our sites, such as planting wildflowers.

Air pollution
We’re developing plans to increase the number 
of ultra-low emission vehicles in our fleet that 
will help to reduce our impact on air pollution 
(see page 21). Our IoT solutions are also helping 
local authorities to collect real-time data so they 
can tackle air pollution hotspots. This year, we 
began working with two UK councils to collect air 
pollution data from our InLink street units.

See supporting data for further performance data.

More on our environmental 
management and performance

See the Environmental management appendix to this report 
for more performance charts and information on compliance 
and how we manage environmental risk and impacts.

https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
https://www.bats.org.uk/
https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
https://www.btplc.com/Digitalimpactandsustainability/Ourreport
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